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About us
OUR SOCIAL REACH
We engage regularly with our followers on Instagram,
Facebook and Twitter. Our print and web stories are
supported with regular posts, with an aim to both send
traffic to our website and drive sales of our print issues.

OUR READERS
The Alchemist has a readership base of over 120,000
people—made up of spirit-loving consumers and folks
who work in the B.C. food and beverage industry.

OUR PRINT ISSUE
The Alchemist is a B.C.-based magazine devoted to the
dynamic, increasingly diverse world of micro-distillers and
craft cocktails.
International in scope but with a local emphasis, our aim
is to entertain and inform readers with stories about the
passionate, talented people who are changing what and
how we drink for the better.
The writers and photographers at The Alchemist deliver
readers authoritative and stylish commentary on the
fascinating characters and brands that all play their part
in elevating the timeless ritual of enjoying a cocktail.
Beautifully designed and smartly portable, our seasonal
magazine is made to be a keepsake.

The Alchemist readers are successful professionals who pick
up the magazine every issue for its on-trend coverage of
B.C.’s rapidly growing cocktail culture. Our readers care
deeply about what they eat and drink and how they live.
Our loyal community of fans are deeply devoted to living
the good life and they spend accordingly. They also dig
deeply into the magazine for stories about craftspeople
and tastemakers, drink trends, local spirited news,
educational columns, drink recipes, and what you need
for your home bar.
Our readers also consist of industry professionals who use
the magazine to keep an eye on industry trends, products
and services for building and expanding their businesses.
Bars, restaurants and liquor stores use the magazines as an
ordering guide so they can continue to offer the best in
B.C. craft. We cover what our local B.C. distilleries have to
offer ensuring that new products are listed as they come
out and new distilleries are listed as they open.
We are an excellent resource to get your brand directly in
front of the right target market.

THE ALCHEMIST ONLINE

DISTRIBUTION

Find us at thealchemistmagazine.ca, where we share
information about and stories from our print issues, as
well as exclusive web-only content that includes recipes,
spirit recommendations, breaking industry news and other
timely features that don’t make it into print. Visit our
online store to buy subscriptions and single issues of the
magazine.

We distribute throughout B.C. to cocktail bars, restaurants
with a bar program, independent liquor stores, distillery
tasting rooms, gourmet grocery stores, coffee shops,
barware stores and retailers that suit the demographic of
people who stay on trend, are social and will spend more
on quality. We also have a large subscriber base who have
new issues delivered directly to their door as we publish.

Advertise with us

Reach over 120,000 annual craft spirit and cocktail-loving readers and industry
folks with a print ad in our highly collectible and widely read issues.
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SPONSORED CONTENT

1+ PAGES

Ask us about developing your custom package.
Rather than rely on traditional advertising pieces,
we’re partnering with businesses to present sponsored
content that fits with your brand and vision, and is
useful for the reader. Successful campaigns have
included topics such as bartender profiles, bar/
restaurant cocktail and food programs, distillery
profiles, product launches, product background with
tasting notes and competition round ups.
Partnered content not only raises awareness of your
brand, but provides informative, entertaining content
for our readers. We’re looking for new ideas. We’re
open to anything that suits our editorial vision, and
we’re open to working with businesses to brainstorm
ideas and come up with solutions that work for both of
us. We look forward to working with you.
BARTENDER PROFILES
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Beyond
the scope
WHETHER YOU PREFER YOUR COCKTAILS CL ASSIC OR BESPOKE,
THE CASCADE ROOM’S ROB SCOPE HAS A DRINK FOR YOU

HALF PAGE
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Rob Scope knows his way around a bar.
After being introduced to the trade in
England, Scope has had a hand in creating
some of Vancouver’s most sought-after
cocktails at establishments such as
Campagnolo, ReFuel, Calabash, Cassis
Bistro and now, as bar manager, at The
Cascade Room on Main.

When it comes to local cocktail trends,
Scope says the most popular drink on the
menu is by far and away the Old Fashioned.
And while Cascade currently carries 12
to 15 varieties of B.C. gin, the local spirit
Scope is most excited for is whisky, which
many B.C. distilleries are preparing to
release after lengthy barrel aging.

“Our cocktail list is pretty aggressive,” he
says of the 60-drink strong menu of classics
he oversees. “Working with this back bar is
a dream come true.”

Compared to just a handful of years ago,
Vancouver cocktail aficionados are spoiled
for choice with local spirits, Scope says,
and finding shelf space for all the amazing
products now available can be challenging
— but that’s a great problem to have.

Despite such an extensive list of classic
cocktails, Scope says he enjoys the chance
to improvise. When a customer steps up to
the bar and asks him to surprise them, it’s
an opportunity to get a little creative.
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“Bartending is still magic to some people,
so that’s always fun,” he says. “But when
people say, ‘Surprise me,’ you need to
know what they are in the mood for. A lot
of people will ask me ‘What do you like?’
But what I like when I get off shift is a beer
and a whisky.
“It’s not about me, it’s about you.”

“Thanks to our liquor laws loosening
up, it’s growing and it’s only going to get
better,” he says.
In addition to The Cascade Room’s
extensive offering of classic drinks, Scope
and his team have been working hard to
create an additional list that boasts 10 new
and completely original signature cocktails.

RECIPE: LOCAL NEGRONI

1.25oz Sheringham Seaside Gin
0.5oz Odd Society Bittersweet
Vermouth
0.5oz deVine Moderna Vermouth
0.75oz The Woods Amaro
Stir ingredients and strain into rocks
glass, serve neat. Garnish with an
orange peel.

“All of these have come from the minds of
our bartenders,” he says. “And everyone
will find something on the list that will
please them.”
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The Cascade Room, 2616 Main Street, 604-709-8650
@TheCascadeRoom

DISTILLERY/BAR/RESTAURANT PROFILES
(1-2 pages)

OTHER SERVICES

Sponsored content

wine. “We wanted to use our own wine,
instead of a grain-based spirit from
elsewhere,” explains Dumayne. “We
received our license last October, and
started by bottling a brandy-style grape
spirit, made from seven different varietals. Each varietal makes for a different
flavour profile, so there was a lot of
experimentation at first.”

Ask us about our creative partnership opportunities
including digital advertising packages, sponsored stories,
social media partnerships, web design, programmatic
display, brand video, social media management, social
media advertising, SEM, SEO, and more.

Harvest
vine
Canada’s first Custom Crush faCilit y
moves into spirits
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When Okanagan Crush Pad opened in
2011, it was the first custom-crush facility
of its kind in Canada. With a focus on
showcasing the fresh minerality of local
grapes, OCP allowed small growers to
make and market their own wines. Since
then, the facility has grown by leaps and
bounds. “We’ve graduated about 12
different wineries and have our own two
labels, Haywire and Narrative,” says Matt
Dumayne, OCP’s chief winemaker. The
famed concrete eggs that replaced the traditional oak barrels for aging have been so
successful that the facility has now phased

out oak and invested in even more of the
space-shaped vats over more concrete
tankings totaling 60,000 litres.
Now, Dumayne gets to add another title:
that of chief distiller. “I’d done some
distilling previously in New Zealand, which
is the only country in the world where
it’s legal to distill in your own home,” he
laughs. “I’d played around with brandies
and grappas, and other spirits.”
The turning point was when OCP started
looking into making a fortified, port-style

The result is the first release under
the winery’s Narrative label, Spirit of
the Vineyard, a triple-distilled spirit
with a clean, fresh profile. And, while
Dumayne states that vodka is not in
the plans, he’s quick to point out that
Spirit of the Vineyard can be used as a
substitute for vodka. “It’s clear and very
pure,” he explains. Nor is that the only
spirit that OCP is launching.
In November, barely a month after
the license was granted, Dumayne was
contacted by Vij’s Restaurant Group
about creating a handcrafted gin to
celebrate the launch of the new location
on Cambie Street in Vancouver. “We
worked very closely with Vikram, Jay
Jones and Mike Bernardo to create
something very distinctive. It was a rush,
but we had it bottled and ready for the
opening,” noted Dumayne.
The result was Vij’s Bolly Water, a London Dry-style gin, savoury and a little
spicy, with hints of fennel and anise—
both ingredients that are heavily used in
Vij’s kitchens. And with Vij’s Bolly Water
under its belt, OCP is now working on
its own Narrative gin, called 12 Botanicals, which leans more toward the fresh,
citrus-driven style.

As for the future, Dumayne is working
on some longer-term projects. “I’m
aging some grape spirit in old wine barrels. It’s all experimental at this point. It
will be at least three to five years before
we have anything, but we’re aiming for
something lively and fresh, with subtle
French oak notes.”
Brandy, anyone?
Okanagan Crush Pad, based in Summerland
BC is open for tours, tastings and has a retail
center that offers their full line of spirits and
wine. The winery is located on Switchback
Organic Vineyard, home to roaming sheep,
chickens and ducks.
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Okanagan Crush Pad, 16576 Fosbery Road, Summerland, 250-494-4445
@OKCrushPad
okanagancrushpad.com
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